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What an amazing trip we had to St Petersburg as part of the celebrations for 

the 400th Anniversary of the Romanov Dynasty. 

Flying to St Petersburg non-stop with British Airways, our group of guests 

arrived in the sunshine to enjoy a week of pleasures, visiting the palaces and 

sights of St Petersburg. 

 



 

For some the highlight of the week was the presentation by Philip Birkenstein, 

chairman of the St Petersburg Collection, of the Mariinsky Romanov Egg by 

Theo Fabergé. 

 

 

 

 

The presentation took place in the Mariinsky palace, the Legislative Assembly 

of St Petersburg. The Mariinsky Palace is not generally open to the public but is 

probably one of the most wonderful palaces within the city of St Petersburg. 

The palace is mostly white and gold. 

The presentation took place very formally with the Chairman and other 

members of the Legislative sitting on one side of the round table and Philip 

Birkenstein and members of the tour sitting on the other side. 

 

 



 

The Press were there in volume with seven film crews and a host of reporters 

crowding around the room. Speeches were made Russian style and eventually 

the Chairman Mr Makarov joined Philip Birkenstein to formally unveil the 

creation and accept this historical creation from the St Petersburg Collection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Egg will be on permanent display within the Halls of Mariinsky Palace. 



On receipt of the Egg Mr Makarov presented Philip Birkenstein a ‘Citation’ for 

his 20 years of promoting the city of St Petersburg as well as the fundraising for 

Tsarskoye Selo.  

 

 

 



 

 

Through Philip Birkenstein, St Petersburg Collection and collectors of Theo 

Fabergé creations, 73 items have been purchased for either Alexander palace 

or Catherine’s Palace. The items have included paintings, furniture, clothing 

and children’s games to name but a few. Many of the items purchased used to 

belong to Alexander Palace and with the help of St Petersburg Collection are 

being returned back to their rightful place. 

 


